
Cyberfork 100
Description

Cyberfork 100 is state-of-the-art pallet forklift utilizing AC driver motor for quick 
response, precise control and prolonged battery life.  The fork is especially design for 
remote operations with 360 degree natural vision camera along with a suite of safety 
features for avoidance detection and safe handling within a customer’s facility.  The 
device is connected through standard Wifi protocols, or 5G where available.  
CONNECTIVITY is what distinguishes the Cyberfork from all others.  For efficient 
operation, the forklift is equipped with two-way voice communication to provide 
immediate instructions on the work floor.  Furthermore, the Cyberdrone platform enables 
the customer to conveniently communicate with the operator in real-time through voice, 
text, and file transfer to provide work instructions.   The pallet lifts stream vital 
performance data to insure long life operation as well as uninterrupted service.

Cyberfork 100s are offered in three capacities for light, medium and heavy duty 
operation.



Cyberfork 200
Description

Cyberfork 200 is state-of-the-art pallet stacker utilizing AC driver motor for 
quick response, precise control and prolonged battery life.  The lift motor 
offers fast lifting and lowering along with precise control. The fork is 
especially designed for remote operations with 360 degree natural vision 
camera along with a suite of safety features for avoidance detection and 
safe handling within a customer’s facility.  The device is connected through 
standard Wifi protocols, or 5G where available.  CONNECTIVITY is what 
distinguishes the Cyberfork from all others.  For efficient operation, the 
forklift is equipped with two-way voice communication to provide 
immediate instructions on the work floor.  Furthermore, the Cyberdrone 
platform enables the customer to conveniently communicate with the 
operator in real-time through voice, text, and file transfer to provide work 
instructions.   The pallet lifts stream vital performance data to insure long 
life operation as well as uninterrupted service.

Cyberfork 200s are offered with three lift heights: 2.5, 3.0 and 4.5 meters.


